
PAPYRUS HOSPITAL

Abstract

This report deals with the implementation of a project with the assistance from a digital process. It will

present each project created by the individual members of the group, before presenting and explaining

the finalized design. Additionally, it goes over some of the steps done to achieve a digital prototype.

Finally challenges and conclusions are presented, including reflections on how we think the digital

process affected the design. 
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The assignment

This years Bucky lab we were given the assignment of creating paper architecture, and facing design

and engineering problems of such structures. The Paper architecture group, led by Jurek Łatka, was

challenged to build a small unit for two type of potential users: homeless people living in cities, and

victims of natural or human-made disasters, like floods, wars etc.

The unit was supposed to be designed as a lightweight structure that would be easy to transport. The

urban designs should take into account the existing urban context, while the structures designed for

open landscapes should be able to be clustered to form a larger scale set. 

During the first weeks each student was asked to think about the pros and the cons of cardboard, how

the structures could be produced, and eventually assembled on site. In the end, similar concepts were

grouped to collaborate towards a final design. 

The general group concept which will be described later was developed from compiling the different

ideas, taking the virtues from each concept. 
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Individual concepts

Harmony(ca)

Sarah Heemskerk

The most important aspect of this shelter, which the name reflects, was the social aspect of harmony. It

was designed around repetitive folds that were fastened to structural frames. It was thought of as easy

to ship and set up. Since it was made of cardboard and simple elements it also would be relatively

cheap to produce. 
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Illustration 1: Elevator pitch (week 3)



On the road home

James Moya Jessop

On the other hand this project was designed for a person, or a group of people, especially struggling to

survive and in solitude, while wandering aimlessly around the city. It is a homeless shelter which can be

extended the same way as the Harmony(ca), just in a smaller scale factor, for one person. The structure

could be grouped so that more people could live together. The part which was unique in this project, in

comparison to others, was the use of a core. This core could serve as a storage for a variety of functions.
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Illustration 2: Elevator pitch (week 3)



Ebola Testing Center

Jan Kazimierz Godzimirski

The Ebola testing center was about providing care for people who are in need of immediate care by

trained healthcare workers. It is a compact deployable unit which was thought of as a sealed container.

This means that each patient could be isolated for treatment, and the spread of the disease would be

less of an issue. In the end, when the patient is treated to a respectable level the hospital is designed so

that it can be burnt down, in order to eliminate the disease and avoid it spreading.
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Illustration 3: Elevator pitch (week 3)



Background

Merging the concepts

Rather than staying with a particular design and developing only around one idea, we chose to merge

the projects. All the projects had similarities and aspects which were important for us to develop further

into the group concept. For instance the “Harmony(ca)” concept of structural frames that could expand

into a spacious tent like structure, was chosen to be combined with the core system from the “On the

road home”, and the conceptual idea of the Ebola Testing Center, which was that it could be burned

after it was used and be shipped in by helicopters. The structure ended up as a hospital rather than

shelter, yet a hospital can be considered as a shelter serving a treatment function. Since we chose to

develop further around the Ebola concept, we looked deeper into what the disease is,  and what a

situation like this would demand from our structure.

What is the Ebola virus disease (EVD)

As explained earlier, the background for the cardboard hospital is the spread of Ebola virus disease in

villages located in central Africa, and then recently in rural and urban places in west Africa. EVD is a

severe, and often fatal illness in humans. It is therefore important that ill people get treatment as fast as

possible.

EVD is transmitted from animals to humans, and is spread through contact between one another. Both

the  patient  and  the  healthcare  worker  are  in  danger  during  treatment.                            

The healthcare worker can suffer immense fatigue due to him or her wearing a Hazmat suit that is

impermeable1. Not  taking breaks regularly will make them more susceptible to the disease because of

prolonged  contact  and  increase  the  chances  of  performing  the  wrong  action.            

On  the  other  hand you have the patient which is  treated over  a maximum of  21 days 1.  There  are

1 Recommended monitoring of people infected by EVD - http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs103/en/
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different stages of EVD, and depending on which stage the patient is on it is important to isolate or

separate people from each other, for the best possibility of survival.

Group Concept

As described in the background, for the project we developed a hospital for an emergency situation

(EVD) made out of cardboard. The hospital is designed in a way which makes it easy to transport and

set up on any location. This makes the hospital suitable for emergency location as wars and natural

disasters. Repetition of the module can form a bigger hospital which then can support more patients.

The design is composed out of two parts with a clearly distinctive character. The first part is the core,

which is the most rigid part of the structure. When transported, the core contains all the other elements.

Next to the core there is an expandable part, which is made of structural frames with fabric in between.

This part will be the hospital room containing all the beds for the patients, while the core is used for

movement between different rooms within the structure and storage of medical supplies.
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Illustration 5: The Core as a continuous piece

Illustration 4: The Core as an end piece



Core

As written above the core is the most rigid part of the construction. It is made out of frames, which are

formed out of solid cardboard U-profiles. There is a large beam on top of the lower frames, to be able to

make door openings in the core. The upper frames are used to get the right height and slope of the roof.

Cross  beams are used to  support  the  roof.  The whole structure  is  clad with corrugated cardboard

panels following the composition of the frames, so that the panels overlap the frames, improving the

connection of side by side structural elements.
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         Illustration 6: Section of Core

Illustration 7: Plan of module – collapsed



Expandable frames

The expanding part acquires transverse stability through the introduction of cross beams between the

expanding ribs. The fabric is tucked in between the frames through the use of U-profiles which follow

the shape of the columns and beams, wrapping around them on the exterior part. Once the beds are

expanded, they are placed between the ribs to improve the lateral stability of the lower part of the

frame.  In  combination  with  the  cross  beams,  connecting  the  frames  in  the  upper  part,  the  frame

becomes fully stable both in plane and out of plane.
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        Illustration 8: Section of Expandable Frames

Illustration 9: Plan of module - expanded



Computing

For the entire process, we used the computer alongside hand sketches to get a grasp of the design we

were looking for. The computer was used to optimize and perfect dimensions. Depending on the task,

we used different programs throughout the process. In the individual projects for the elevator pitch (the

3 first weeks) Maya was the main program for development and sketching. Then at a later stage more

accurate programs were preferred.

After the individual designs were presented, groups started to form, and the tasks as well as programs

which people were responsible for changed. Sketches and merging of ideas happened on paper. The

next stage after sketching was the use of drafting software, translating the sketches into drawings with

measurements,  and making several  iterations of  the  concept.                                         

Since  we chose  to  split  up  the  different  tasks,  we  also  made  each  other  responsible  for  different

programs which we used. While one person made iterations and discussed the design in 2d with one

team member, the person that was not occupied would make a 3d model of the solutions which were

discussed at an earlier stage to later compare all the models. Only when the design changed drastically,

decisions were made by all the team members.
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Decisions

Throughout the semester decision on the design had to be taken. We had to chose what part of the

model would be reasonable to make parametric and which part did not need this. It was decided that

the expandable part of the hospital would be made parametric, because it was the piece of the hospital

that was the most uncertain. The core was concluded to be constrained by non adjustable parameters,

which meant that making it parametric was unreasonable. Essentially, it had to fit within prefabricated

containers with standardized dimensions. 

We made decisions regarding the design in AutoCAD. Over a day we would make different iterations of

the design, and then discuss it. After discussing we proceed with a virtual prototype to see if everything

was thought through. Whenever a subversion of the design was made we also created a new file to

have the possibility of comparing or returning to old designs.
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Illustration 10: Diagram showing container, a module and the two fitting into each other



Methods used

We used different approaches for the final design of the virtual prototype. For the expandable part of

the structure we made it parametrically while the core was chosen to be made up with components,

since there are many repetitive elements. We chose to split the design into parametric and components

because of  the  uncertainties  about  the material.                                                        

The expandable frames and the beds between these were both made parametric. In the final model

there are two definitions, one for each. Explanation on these will come later in the report. For the cloth

in between the frames, a flat surface was added as a placeholder for the final model which would be

made by simulating and capturing geometry in another program.

Components

The core on the other hand was made using components and standard modeling tools. Solids were the

main geometry  used during the  construction of  the  core.  As  explained before the core consists  of

frames which are made of solid cardboard profiles.
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Illustration 11: To the left a frame (component), to the right an exploded frame to see the elements



Parametric Modeling

To make our virtual prototype and to use it later to extract data from it, as explained in the previous

paragraphs,  we made parts of  the model  parametric.  It  means that we used a relational  database

within a dynamic model, so when the parts of the model that were made parametric would change, the

whole model would change accordingly. The model would maintain consistent relationships between

elements, and allowed us to manipulate numbers and make changes, having the program update the

alterations automatically.

Programs

Rhino and Grasshopper were the main platforms for development of most of the process. We also used

many supplementary programs for other tasks, such as data gathering, rendering and simulating.

Maya 2015

Maya was the first program that we used during the development of our individual ideas. It is a powerful

animation program and has the ability to animate geometry so that it behaves as a desired material. In

our case we used Maya to simulate cloth so that the virtual prototype looked convincing. This was done

through  the  use  of  polygon  modeling  and  nCloth  in  Maya.  Fortunately  for  us  polygons  are  easily

exportable to other programs. After exporting the geometry, it does not stay animated, but rather a

copy of a specific frame2 on the timeline.

2  Animation is divided into frames (a movie is usually 24 frames per second) - at every frame of the timeline you can stop,
and geometry can be exported or duplicated.
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Illustration 12: Iterations of nCloth



AutoCAD 2015

AutoCAD was used to test out ideas and joinery of cardboard. We used it as a platform for discussing

and evaluating ideas, before proceeding to the virtual prototype. While working in AutoCAD we chose to

work in 2d with polylines.

Rhinoceros 5.0

In Rhinoceros we develop most of the virtual prototype. Rhino was chosen due to its ease of use and

compatibility with other programs, and that it supports a very powerful plug-in called Grasshopper -

parametric modeling tool. Along with having a UI comparable to AutoCAD (Command-based) It is a very

effective 3d modeling tool,  and easy to learn, in which many tasks can be performed in a fast and

organized manner. When designing in Rhino we chose to build our model in solids. Solids are easy to

manipulate, and the geometry/shape which we worked with was not complex, so it would be effective

to do it this way. The simple shape allowed us to stay away from NURBS3 and Polygons while working in

Rhino. 

3 NURBS - Non-uniform rational B-spline, a mathematical model commonly used in computer graphics
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Illustration 13: Final Rhino prototype



Grasshopper - Plug-in

Grasshopper, which is a plug-in for Rhinoceros, was used vastly when designing the virtual prototype.

Since it was uncertain what dimensions the last batch of materials would have, we had to make a

parametric model that could change when the materials arrived, or when information about the final

material would be given. This was an effective tool for us as it allowed us to define everything, and

extract the correct information the final days.

3ds Max 2015

After finishing 3d models in Rhino, 3ds Max was preferred for presentation purposes, thanks to the

implementation of powerful renders within this program. Exporting between the two programs is not

very problematic, while materializing the model in 3ds max is efficient. The V ray-plug-in was used for

rendering, which would later be composed in image editing programs. 

Microsoft Excel

Excel was used together with Rhino to determine the amount of cardboard in the model, and to be able

to give an estimate for a final order on the material which would be needed for making the physical

prototype. It became easy to order materials based on constitution and dimensions.
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Illustration 14: Definition of expandable frames (top definition) and beds (bottom definition)



Design

There  were two definitions made in  Grasshopper  for  the  design,  one for  the  bed and one for  the

expandable frames. A brief explanation of parts of the definitions will be given in this section of the

report.  But  first  an  explanation  of  the  core,  which  was  solely  modeled  in  Rhino,  rather  than

Grasshopper.

Details

Details for this model are not so complicated. As we worked with a cardboard structure, most of the

elements were made out of cardboard. This meant gluing and overlapping of elements,  to achieve

lengths beyond what the producer could provide. This is present in the expandable frames and floor.
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Illustration 15: Overlapping elements



Core

As explained earlier, the core was not made parametric, it was modeled in Rhino with the use of solids.

The reason we chose solids was so that we could calculate the final weight of the structure itself. This

allowed us to calculate volumes of material within Rhino. It consists of different elements which were

combined into different components.

 

The  model  was  created  from  scratch  accordingly  to  the  AutoCAD  general  drawings  which  were

completed before. We also transferred the dimensions manually, so that we could have a final decision

about the design and to have a second look before finalizing it.

The floor was the first part created. Then on top of the floor we distributed the wooden rails, on which

the frames would rest, these would be glued both to the floor and to the frame. They would also act as

a firm surface to which we could nail the frames to. 

All the frames which are mounted to the floor, form an even edge on top. On this edge there is a beam

that connects all the distributed frames. At the top of the beam there are secondary frames. These form

the pitched roof. All the frames are, as explained earlier, clad with panels, which overlap the side by side

frames.
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Illustration 16: Detail 1:5 Floor - Foundation - Wood rail Illustration 17: Frame – Beam - Frame



Beds

For the beds everything starts with defining 10 points in Rhino and Grasshopper, so that the bed could

be moved around in the model. Since we wanted to simulate the movement of cardboard we also used

Pythagoras theorem in the definition. This allowed us to see how the cardboard would move in theory.

In practice, it worked to a certain degree. The bed consists of a core-like structure and a shelf which is

attached to the last expandable panel.
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Illustration 18: Pythagoras theorem (Blue) and its influence on the points (Yellow)



Pythagoras theorem

Pythagoras theorem helps us define the relational movement between points, keeping the hypotenuse

constant  at  the  desired length of  175mm. This  was applied to each panel  that would expand.  We

concluded that the mid-piece of each panel was the only fixed part without movement;  both sides

would contract when the bed would expand.
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Illustration  19:  Definition of  Pythagoras Theorem (Blue in Illustration 18) – «A – numberslider» defines

maximum expansion per panel  in given direction «Y-axis»

Illustration 21: Theorem in action – lower number Illustration 20: Theorem in action - higher number



Thickness of panels - repetition

For the expandable panels the thickness could vary, it was uncertain at the point of designing what the

final dimensions of the cardboard would be. Therefore we chose to make the panels’ thickness a part of

the definition, so that we could change it accordingly to the order. One panel was designed with an

offset, and the endpoints of the curve and its offset became joined. This allowed us to define each

panel as an individual geometry, and it became ready for repetition.
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Illustration 22: Thickness modifiers' (Red) influence on the rest of the definition - definition for repetition

(Green)

Illustration 23: 20 mm thickness Illustration 24: 6.4 mm thickness



Core and shelf

When the definition for the expandable part was done, we could continue the work on the rest of the

bed. Since it consisted of a core and a shelf, we needed to define how these work in relation to the

expandable bed. The core of the bed was, as mentioned briefly, attached at one of the stationary faces

of the panel which could expand. While the shelf  was attached to the last panel of the expandable

structure.  The shelf  also acted as a handle for expanding the structure,  and it  therefore had to be

attached to the expandable part in the same way as the core. We also made the height of the bed able

to be adjusted according to the final desire of the end user.
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Illustration 25: the shelf of the bed (Left), the core of the bed (Right)



Deciding the number of panels

After determining the width of the core which we set to be the same as the columns length, we also

determined the amount of cardboard that could fit  inside of  it.  Since we wanted the bed to be as

durable as possible we went with a high density mesh of panels.
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Illustration 26: Definition for the amount of panels (Green in Illustration 22)

Illustration 27: Panels (C:16 x N:2) Illustration 28: Panels (C:8 x N:2)



Expandable frames

This part had similar challenges to the bed. It was first of all the uncertainties about the final materials

which would be the driving force of this definition. As much as possible was defined so that it could be

adjusted in the end, so we could have control over the thicknesses of the different layers that made up

the beams and columns, and see how much space they would take up within the core. There are three

definitions in this part of the model. First the different lengths of the column and beam are defined.

Secondly is the movement - the expanding part. Finally everything is compiled together, to be given

volume.

Origin point

First we defined the starting point of the expandable frames. This was done with a distance from the

inner walls, so that the frames would not get stuck, and so it would be possible to expand the frames

without much problem. 

Outline of frame

Then we defined 5 points which would make up the outline of the expandable frames. It was done by

moving and duplicating the starting point. With this definition we could give the frame a pitch, since it

had 5 points and not 4, and we could make the frame adapt to the shape of the core, if something was

to change.
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Illustration 29: Definition for the shape of the frame



Thicknesses

When the frame was defined, we could start to work with the physical appearance of the frames. This

means the thickness of the different layers and the depth of the frame. We created a definition which

allowed us to change each layer within the column so that we could do the same thing here as with the

beds, that is adjust the thicknesses to the final order. Since we had a limiting depth within the core,

where  the  frames  were  supposed  to  be  stored,  we  also  had  to  optimize  these  thicknesses  to  the

constraints of the design. 
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Illustration 30: Definition for Layer addition and the dimensions of the column and beam

Illustration 31: Layers: 10mm+ 30mm+ 50mm+ 20mm Illustration 32: Layers: 10mm+ 20mm +20mm +10mm



U-profile

The layers which compose the column and beam were supposed to be embraced by a U-profile which

would  have  the  fabric  tucked  underneath.  To  be  able  to  adjust  the  U-profile  easily  we  formed  a

definition for it as well. This took into account the different layers (Illustration: 31 and 32) of the already

defined column and beam, and simply computed a U-profile that would have a specified thickness and

embrace the column and beam.

Arraying

Next up, after defining one of the expandable frames, we had to make an array of them that would

create a space for the patients. The array had constraints, which were created by the distance between

each frame, the amount of beds (which are a part of the construction) and the amount of frames that

could fit within the core.
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Illustration 34: Definition for arraying and sweeping

Illustration 33: Definition for the U-profile



Crossbeams

In the end we created crossbeams between each rib, which would help with stability even further. This

was done through another definition which took into account some of the constraints of the previous

step, and the angle of the roof. For esthetic purposes we added a skin, which would mimic the cloth

between each frame.

Assembly of the structure

When  we wanted to  assemble  the  structure  in  the  end,  we used the  digital  model,  and made an

exploded  model  of  each  structural  element  which  had  to  be  build.  We  gave  all  the  elements

dimensions, indicating also how many times it had to be repeated, so that we could just mass produce

copies of the pieces and then prefabricate all the elements, before assembling them.
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Illustration 35: Definition for crossbeams in between expandable frame, works but is not optimized

Illustration 36: Exploded components with dimensions



Challenges

While  working  on  the  virtual  prototype  we  encountered  several  challenges.  Some  regarding  the

program which was used, some regarding the provider of the material, and constraints which were set

by us.

● The first challenge was that all of the group members had little to no experience in Grasshopper

and  Rhino.  This  meant  that  collaboration  and  development  of  the  3d  model  would  be

challenging.

● As explained in the previous section of the report, we had constraints which limited the design

in aspects regarding space. The fact that the structure was supposed to fit inside a container

already set limiting factors to the floor plan, length, width and the height of the structure.

● The  constraints  created  by  the  dimensions  of  a  shipping  container  would  affect  the

expandability of the hospital, and put a limit to how effective the structure could turn out. If

dimensions of construction elements became too big, the structure would lose efficiency, and it

could be hard to justify the design.

● Material uncertainties became a huge challenge, which led to the creation of many iterations,

and time spent on unnecessary tasks, which could otherwise be avoided.

● Finally the materials that arrived were another dimension. The final virtual prototype was not

eligible anymore, and we had to create a new virtual prototype with the new dimensions of the

material in 1:2 scale. This also affected the detailing which ended up being different from what

was planned in the first place.
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Illustration 37: 1:2 Scale model in Rhino, and exploded elements of the model



Conclusion

Implementation  of  the  computer  throughout  the  sketching  and  the  design  process  has  many

advantages.  The process  itself  is  not very different from a regular  process,  which includes models,

sketches and data gathering etc. But in comparison to the habitual drawing design process, we have

much more control over variables. It becomes much easier to change something in the design digitally,

especially when made parametric. For us it was possible to use the virtual prototype for annotation and

finding dimensions and angles rapidly while building.

After  a  while,  even  though we had little  experience in  both Grasshopper  and Rhino,  they became

manageable for us. Implementation of these programs into other tasks became rather obvious. There is

a  whole  variety  of  problems  or  tasks  which  can  become  much  more  efficient  through  the  use  of

parametric modeling. Not only to create complex shapes, but to organize large amounts of data for

example. 

During the design process and the building weeks it was important for us to have the 3d model close

by. When the materials arrived we stumbled upon many challenges, which could be resolved with the

parametric model digitally. This meant that we used the model until the very last moment. Using the

computer for the tasks we did was very informative, to get a database of all the dimensions which we

needed, but not entirely necessary. Cardboard is a very unpredictable material, that cracks, crumbles,

warps  or  tears.  We  found  out  that  our  virtual  prototype  became  too  precise  to  deal  with  all  the

randomness in  the material. And since the scale suddenly changed,  from 1:1  to 1:2 scale,  a  lot  of

modifications  occurred,  and  maybe  what  was  thought  through  in  the  1:1  model  could  not  be

accomplished in the 1:2 scale model.

Overall, the constraints of the model were easy to tackle as the final product was built very precisely

both physically and digitally.
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